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Abstract: The elongation of the bolt hole is an important parameter for assessing the failure of bolted
joints. However, direct experimental measurement using strain gauges and extensometers is difficult.
This article shows that digital image correlation (DIC) can overcome the difficulties and provide
important indications of the failure mechanisms of bolted joints. Hole elongation was measured
using DIC in the following carbon/epoxy composite configurations: standard open-hole tensile
(OHT) and filled-hole tensile (FHT), single-lap shear only-bolted (OB), and single-lap shear hybrid-
bolted/bonded (HBB) joints. For each configuration, the hole-elongation changes were tracked
for cross-ply (CP) and quasi-isotropic (QI) stacking sequences with two thicknesses. In the tensile
load direction for OHT and FHT cases, CP showed a greater hole elongation than QI. However, the
opposite trend was observed in the transverse direction. In OB joints, bypass loads contributed more
to the hole elongation than bearing action. In HBB joints, it has been observed that the adhesive
significantly reduces hole elongation, particularly for CP configurations. Moreover, it was found that
in HBB joints, hole elongation was independent of laminate lay-up, while it was very determinative
in OB joints.

Keywords: bolt-hole elongation; notch deformation; bypass loads; bolting; hybrid joints; DIC

1. Introduction

The structural vulnerability of any assembled mechanical system often lies at its
joints. A notable benefit of incorporating composite materials in diverse applications is
their ability to consolidate multiple parts into singular components, thereby reducing
the need for extensive joining. Nonetheless, the necessity for joining persists, requiring
techniques like bonding or hole drilling [1,2]. Three main classes of joining are used to
connect thermoset composite components: mechanical fasteners, adhesive bonding, and
hybridization of the two [3]. However, the presence of joints increases the flexibility of the
entire structure. The added flexibility leads to not only the elongation of the hole and the
associated bearing damage, but also the deformation/rotation of the bolt [4].

Several studies have addressed the hole elongation of open and filled-hole speci-
mens. Sawicki and Minguet [5] studied the failure mechanisms of open and filled holes
in carbon/epoxy laminates under compressive loads. The addition of a fastener to an
open-hole specimen creates a load path called a through-fastener load path, which reduces
the deformation around the hole as the bolt takes up the majority of the load. This, in
turn, reduces the amount of compressive deformation that the hole exhibits. Sola et al. [6]
investigated the damage mechanisms of pin-bearing carbon-fiber composite laminates
by considering the displacement of the pin. They found that a large notch elongation
may promote the transition from bearing failure to either shear-out or cleavage failure.
Saleh et al. [7] studied the effect of a circular hole in open-hole tensile (OHT) carbon-fiber
woven composites by incorporating digital image analysis (DIC), which could properly
capture the hole elongation of the specimen as it underwent uniaxial tension until failure.
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Junshan et al. [8] examined the effect of strain on the hole circumference of OHT composite
laminates. By utilizing DIC, strain values around the hole were plotted as a function of the
angular position with respect to the direction of the applied load. Using these strain values,
the elongation of the hole can be calculated.

In the fatigue testing of a joint structure, the hole elongation after N cycles is calculated
by subtracting the displacement at the first cycle from that at the Nth cycle [9]. The
results obtained previously demonstrated that one of the reasons for bearing failure is
the significant elongation of the joint hole, and a high clamp-up torque results in small
hole elongations. Strain gauges installed between the blot rows of a multi-bolted joint
can be used in quasi-static and fatigue testing to analyze the strain distribution and load
transfer [10,11]. The measurements could also be considered a representation of the hole
elongation. Girard et al. [12] measured hole elongation using an extensometer and showed
that the composite lay-up can affect the hole elongation in such a manner that angle-ply
and quasi-isotropic (QI) lay-ups present similar hole elongations that are larger than the
cross-ply (CP) hole elongation. Hole elongation was considered the ultimate failure mode
in the fatigue testing of double-lap, multi-bolted composite joints [13]. It was found that
in joints with a loose-fit hole, hole elongation commenced sooner, and clearance had the
greatest effect on failure initiation but a lower effect on ultimate failure. Another fatigue
testing result showed that long fiber-reinforced leaf spring joints experienced lower hole
elongation than unreinforced or short fiber-reinforced joints for all stress levels tested [14].
Wei et al. [15] considered bolt-hole elongation (BHE) reaching 4% of the hole diameter as
an indication of composite joint failure in fatigue testing. Their results showed that neat-fit
joints experienced the least BHE compared to other interference fits.

Li et al. [16] experimentally found that the BHE increases as the number of fatigue
cycles increases, while it decreases gradually with an increase in interference-fit sizes. X-ray
images were used to observe the hole elongation in the single-lap (SL) composite joint. The
results showed that the advent of hole elongation is more evident in countersunk fasteners
than in non-countersunk fasteners because of the additional compressive deformation
induced by the countersunk head of the bolt [17]. The cyclic loading of a composite joint
revealed that an abrupt increase in BHE occurred in high-clamp-up torqued configurations,
whereas for the low-clamp-up configurations, a gradual BHE increase was observed [18].
An improved finite-element (FE) model for single-bolt SL composite joints was developed
by Liu et al. [19]. A good agreement was obtained between the bolt-hole deformation mea-
surement using an extensometer and the FE simulation, which validated the effectiveness
of the adjusted 3D FE model.

The combined effects of fatigue loading and seawater aging on the bearing per-
formance and failure mechanism of SL composite bolted joints were studied by Zhang
et al. [20], and they found that the hole elongation under quasi-static loading for fatigue-
tested specimens was noticeably smaller than that of non-fatigued specimens. Sajid
et al. [21] investigated the role of washer size on the BHE of an SL basalt composite
joint. A significant hole elongation was observed for larger washer configurations, but
no apparent hole elongation was observed for small washer configurations. A computed
tomography (CT) scan of an SL riveted woven carbon composite joint showed that growth
in the hole diameter due to hole elongation had its maximum values at the top plies, while
it decreased step-wise while moving in the thickness direction to the middle plane and then
the bottom plies [22]. CT and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images also contributed
to the observation of fiber kinking and wedge matrix cracking. The interaction of these
damage modes leads to the formation of through-thickness shear cracks, the propagation
of which causes permanent bolt-hole deformation [23].

While hole elongation is of significant concern in cyclic loading and researchers
have focused excessively on it, the hole elongation of fatigue-tested composite joints was
observed to be remarkably smaller than that of tensile-tested joints [20]. Therefore, it is
important to investigate the hole-elongation phenomenon and its effects on the mechanical
behavior of multi-bolted SL composite joints under quasi-static loading. However, in
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the literature, experimental measurements were primarily performed using displacement
records of extensometers mounted on the tested specimen, which are always associated
with some errors and inaccuracies due to the movement of the fixture of the tensile test
machine. Therefore, the experimental measurement under quasi-static loading is quite
challenging.

The present study aimed to use DIC technology to precisely measure the hole-elongation
development and its effects for different composite configurations: open-hole tension
(OHT), bolted filled-hole tension (FHT), only-bolted (OB), and hybrid-bolted/bonded
(HBB) SL joints. The chosen composite lay-ups are the two well-known types: CP and
QI lay-ups, which were manufactured using plain weave fabrics with thicknesses of
8 and 12 layers. The obtained results can assist in gaining a profound understanding
of the hole-elongation development and the factors influencing it for the aforementioned
configurations. Additionally, the DIC results are expected to provide more details in this
regard to contribute to composite joining design for different types of aeronautic structures.

2. Materials and Methods
Experimental Procedure

Carbon-fiber epoxy laminates reinforced with epoxy were manufactured using the
vacuum-assisted resin infusion (VARI) process. The composite laminates were composed of
3K plain weave carbon fabric with a surface weight of 193 g/m2 and a commercial Araldite
epoxy resin system [24]. The average thicknesses of the panels were approximately 2.6 mm
and 1.6 mm for 12 and 8 layers, respectively. The QI and CP laminate configurations were
obtained by orienting the woven plies, the lay-up of which is given in Table 1. Moreover,
Table 1 lists the average recorded nominal strengths in unnotched tensile standard (TS),
OHT, and FHT tests for CP and QI.

Table 1. Stacking sequences and tensile strengths of the unnotched (TS), open-hole (OHT), and
filled-hole (FHT) configurations of the manufactured laminates. The value of the standard deviation
(STD) is given between brackets.

Code Lay-up Plies
Average

Thickness, t
mm,

Unnotched, TS
MPa,

(STD)

Open-Hole,
OHT MPa,

(STD)

Filled-Hole,
FHT MPa,

(STD)

CP8 [(0/90)/(0/90)/(0/90)/(0/90)]s 8

1.65

854
(29.80)

455
(9.82)

420
(0.95)

QI8 [(0/90)/(±45)/(0/90)/(±45)]s 8 592
(9.12)

384
(6.76)

366
(0.30)

CP12 [(0/90)/(0/90)/(0/90)/(0/90)/(0/90)/(0/90)]s 12

2.63

800
(15.26)

406
(8.40)

442
(1.03)

QI12 [(0/90)/(±45)/(0/90)/(±45)/(0/90)/(±45)]s 12 579
(9.00)

364
(7.98)

358
(1.18)

The specimens corresponding to TS, OHT, and FHT tests were manufactured according
to ASTM-D3039 [25], ASTM-D5766 [26], and ASTM-D6742 [27], respectively. Moreover,
SL multi-bolted joints were designed and manufactured according to ASTM-D5961 [28].
The two parts in SL bolted joints were fastened using steel hex-head shear bolts (NAS6204-
4) with a diameter of 6.35 mm, nuts (MS21042-4), and cadmium-plated steel washers
(NAS1149F0463P) with an internal diameter of 6.73 mm and an external diameter of
12.70 mm on both the head and side nuts. A tightening torque of 5 Nm was applied to each
bolt using a Tohnichi Dial Torque Wrench DB25N-S. A specialized carbide drill bit with a
diameter of 6.35 mm, provided by YG-1 America, Inc., was utilized to drill in the laminate
coupons [3]. The HBB joints were manufactured by simply adding an adhesive between
the fraying surfaces of the OB joints. The applied adhesive was the same as the epoxy resin
used for manufacturing the composite laminate [29]. Throughout this paper, the prefixes
OHT, FHT, OB, and HBB are added to the laminate code, for example, HBB-CP12 and
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OHT-QI8, to specify the class of configurations. The geometrical configurations of OHT, SL
OB, and HBB composite joints are shown in Figure 1. Furthermore, at least four identical
coupons were tested for each configuration at a constant standard crosshead displacement
rate of 2 mm/min. Uniaxial tests were conducted using a servo-hydraulic MTS machine
model 810. The 810 MTS offers extensive testing capabilities and a load capacity of up to
100 kN. It is appropriate for fatigue, fracture, and monotonic tests.
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Figure 1. Specimen geometry and dimensions: (a) OHT joints; and (b) OB and HBB SL joints.

In this study, DIC technology was used to measure hole deformations. The principle
of this optical measurement technique is based on the tracking of a random pattern on the
specimen surface by matching the local distribution of pixel concentration, i.e., subsets,
between the undeformed and deformed images in a specific time interval. Two 5-megapixel
Pointgrey Grasshopper charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras with a pixel size of 3.45 were
used for the camera sensor [3]. The setup also included a light source to illuminate the
specimens. All specimens were spray-painted with white spray paint, following which a
random speckle pattern was applied. The cameras captured photos at a rate of 2 frames per
second. The captured images were processed using Vic-3D v7.2.4 (Correlated Solutions Inc.,
Irmo, SC, USA). Further details of the DIC system configuration are provided in Ref. [3].

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Hole Deformation

Prior to investigating the hole elongation of OB and HBB joints, this phenomenon
was studied for OHT and FHT, which are widely used in the aeronautical industry for
material qualification purposes [30,31]. During tensile testing, the deformation of the
hole was measured in the longitudinal and transverse directions. The deformation of
the hole along the longitudinal direction (the loading direction) is labeled as LHE, short
for longitudinal hole elongation, and that along the transverse direction to the loading is
labeled as THC, short for transverse hole compression. As shown in Figure 2, the LHE and
THC measurements were retrieved by applying two virtual extensometers (VEs) within
Vic-3D software: one in the longitudinal direction and the other in the transverse direction.
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Figure 3 plots LHE against the applied tensile load of OHT and FHT specimens
for each laminate. Because CP laminates have twice as many fibers oriented in the load
direction as QI laminates, at first glance, it can be expected that their higher stiffness will
result in lower hole elongation. However, for the OHT test, as shown in Figure 3a, the
opposite result is obtained. This result may stem from the fact that the CP configuration
has a higher notch sensitivity and stress concentration than the QI configuration [3,30];
hence, it significantly influences the CP longitudinal hole elongation from the beginning of
the test.
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It is interesting to observe that for a given thickness in the case of FHT (Figure 3b),
unlike the OHT case, the hole elongation for the CP configuration is slightly less than that
of the QI configuration up to a certain load. Beyond this load, the CP curves gradually
diverge, and a greater hole elongation is observed as compared to the QI configuration.
It is suggested that at lower levels of applied load, filling the hole with a clamped bolt
greatly reduces the longitudinal and transversal deformation because the bolt upholds the
geometric integrity of the hole; consequently, the notch sensitivity does not play a crucial
role. However, at higher load levels, the higher stress concentration in the CP configuration
results in increased hole elongation. The benefit of the reduction in LHE with a clamped
bolt does not seem to contribute to the strength retention of the laminates. Because the
holes in the FHT specimens undergo less deformation, the hole boundary exhibits a smaller
degree of damage. This, in turn, leads to less energy absorption and, hence, less stress relief,
which explains why the FHT specimens in this investigation have a lower tensile strength
than the OHT specimens (Table 1). Delamination at the edge of the hole during testing leads
to a decrease in stress concentration [32]. CP12 is an outlier because its OHT strength is less
than its FHT strength. In general, it can be inferred that in a woven carbon-fiber composite
plate with a hole, the bolt can provide a good system of control, creating a delaying effect
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on the stress concentration and notch sensitivity of the corresponding laminate as well as
blocking the damage progression to some extent.

Figures 4a,b show the load–displacement curves of OHT and FHT, respectively. These
curves show the macroscopic deformation, which is the total displacement of the specimen
between the grips and comprises the LHE. From Figure 4a,b, the laminates in the increasing
order of macroscopic elongation are CP12, QI12, CP8, QI8, CP12, CP8, QI12, and QI8. It
is interesting to note that this order of elongation is different from that shown in the LHE
curves (Figure 3a,b), in which the values of QI are always greater than those of CP for the
given thicknesses. It can be concluded that the load–displacement curves are not reliable
in predicting the microscopic elongation of the hole (LHE), and the DIC technique is a
necessary tool for extracting such data.
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Figure 4. Load–displacement curves of CP8, CP12, QI8, and QI12: (a) OHT and (b) FHT.

Figure 5 plots THC against the applied tensile load in OHT and FHT specimens for
each laminate. The following observations can be made by comparing OHT with FHT:

• The clamped bolt upholds the geometric integrity of the hole because FHT laminates
have a lower THC than OHT laminates.

• CP laminates, which have a large LHE, possess a lower THC than QI laminates. This
implies that the hole elongates more in CP than in QI, while the CP hole exhibits less
THC than the QI hole. This trend was observed for both OHT and FHT specimens
(Figures 5a and 5b, respectively).
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Figure 5. The effect of laminate configuration on open- and filled-hole notch deformation: (a) OHT 
with THC; and (b) FHT with THC. 
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for QI compared to CP lay-ups. Although CP12 and QI12 were used here as examples, 
CP8 and QI8 exhibited the same phenomenon. This result indicates that the laminate lay-
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Figure 5. The effect of laminate configuration on open- and filled-hole notch deformation: (a) OHT
with THC; and (b) FHT with THC.

The difference in LHE and THC between CP and QI may occur because of the 45◦

plies in the QI laminate. Figure 6 illustrates the strain contour plots (longitudinal and
transverse) at 40% of the failure load for CP12 and QI12. The arrows depict the direction
and magnitude of the strains with respect to the axis of the peak strains for each strain plot.
As shown in Figure 5a, the axis of the peak strains is the transversal axis from the hole edge
to the free edge of the specimen. The axis of the peak strains is dependent on the laminate
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configuration and whether the strain is longitudinal or transversal. As shown in Figure 6a,
the peak longitudinal strains (ϵ xx) for CP12 are concentrated at the hole boundary and
stay elevated along the longitudinal direction owing to the 0◦ plies. The axis of symmetry
for the strains coincides with the y-axis. However, the axis of the peak strains for QI12
(Figure 6b) is at an angle of approximately 45◦ to the y-axis (butterfly pattern). The fact that
the CP peak strains pull perpendicularly to the hole boundary and those of QI pull at an
angle from the hole boundary might explain why the LHE of the CP configuration is higher
than that of the QI configuration (Figure 3).
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Figure 6. Strain contours at 40% of the failure load for longitudinal strains of (a) CP12 and (b) QI12,
as well as transversal strains of (c) CP12 and (d) QI12.

The perpendicular deformation of the hole has increased leverage over the longitudinal
deformation as compared to deformation at an angle. The peak transversal strains (ϵyy)
for CP12 (Figure 6c) are concentrated at the hole boundary and stay somewhat elevated
along the longitudinal direction. This trend is similar to that exhibited in the longitudinal
strain plots; however, there is a clear difference. The compressive transversal strains
occur in half of the specimen (upper-right and lower-left sides of the notch) with no clear
axis of symmetry. The QI lay-up exhibits (Figure 6d) the same 45◦ axis, along which the
peak compressive strains are distributed. This favors an increase in THC values for QI
compared to CP lay-ups. Although CP12 and QI12 were used here as examples, CP8 and
QI8 exhibited the same phenomenon. This result indicates that the laminate lay-up has a
significant influence on the overall hole deformation of the composite plate.

3.2. Bolt-Hole Elongation (BHE) in Joints

Following the investigation of hole deformation in OHT and FHT, this section in-
vestigates the same phenomenon for SL joints with significantly different geometrical
configurations and behaviors. The test results were analyzed based on the DIC data
recorded for eight different SL joint configurations (see Table 1), the corresponding failure
loads and load–displacement curves of which are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.
As previously mentioned, the BHE (also called hole wear in fatigue testing) is of significant
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concern in the cyclic and quasi-static loading of a joint. Similar to the previous section,
three VEs were placed diametrically in the axial direction at the bolt positions (Figure 9b)
and labeled as VE3, VE2, and VE1. This section comprises the following three subsections:
Section 3.2.1 studies the case of OB joints (Figures 10 and 11), Section 3.2.2 investigates
HBB joints (Figures 12 and 13), and finally, Section 3.2.3 compares the two configurations,
i.e., OB vs. HBB, in a bar chart (Figure 14) to determine the effect of hybridization on hole
elongation development.
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Figure 7. Failure loads of CP and QI with 8 and 12 layers: (a) HBB and (b) OB.
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Figure 8. Load–displacement curves with the indication of bearing zone onset of OB vs. HBB joints: 
(a) CP8, (b) CP12, (c) QI8, and (d) QI12. 
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at the hole position in DIC software.
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Figure 10. Bolt-hole elongation of OB-CP12 and OB-QI12 (the same pattern occurs for eight layers;
see Appendix A).
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Figure 11. Longitudinal deformation below B3 at 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90% of the failure load: 
(a) OB-CP8 and (b) OB-QI8 (the same pattern occurs for 12 layers; see Appendix A). 

3.2.2. BHE of Hybrid-Bolted-Bonded (HBB) Joints 
Figure 12 shows that for HBB joints, similarly to OB joints, BHE decreases when mov-
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each hole of the former is greater than that of the latter (see Appendix A for the corre-
sponding figure of 12-layer joints). 
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other, and the concavity shape (depression) is formed merely by the bypass load [3], 
which flows around the hole and is the main contributor to the hole elongation develop-
ment of HBB joints. 

Figure 11. Longitudinal deformation below B3 at 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90% of the failure load:
(a) OB-CP8 and (b) OB-QI8 (the same pattern occurs for 12 layers; see Appendix A).
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Figure 13. Longitudinal deformation below B3 at 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90% of the failure load: 
(a) HBB-CP8 and (b) HBB-QI8 (the same pattern occurs for 12 layers; see Appendix A). 

3.2.3. BHE in OB versus HBB: CP and QI 
Figure 14 compares the BHE for OB and HBB joints with investigated laminates of 

eight layers. The load level (15 kN) corresponds to the onset of bearing damage in the OB 
joints, as shown in Figure 8. Therefore, the hole elongation values of CP are greater than 
those of QI, as was observed previously at higher load stages. Moreover, for a given thick-
ness, the elongations of each hole of CP and QI, for example, bolt-hole 2 (BH2), are ap-
proximately identical in the HBB joint, whereas they markedly differ in the OB joint. This 
may suggest that hybridization significantly eliminates the hole elongation caused by the 
bearing effect, which is due to the bolt movement/tilting in OB configurations. According 
to Figure 14, hybridization decreases hole elongation, especially in the critical bolt (B3), 
and this decrease is more pronounced for CP than for QI. This occurred because, in com-
parison with QI, CP experiences a more severe stress concentration and notch sensitivity 
around the holes, and the added adhesive relieves it significantly. With the better perfor-
mance of the adhesive in creating a dramatic reduction in the BHE of CP, the adhesive 
assists this configuration to substantially sustain its strength, as shown in Figure 7. 

Figure 12. BHE of HBB-CP8 and HBB-QI8 (the same pattern occurs for 12 layers; see Appendix A).
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Figure 13. Longitudinal deformation below B3 at 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90% of the failure load: 
(a) HBB-CP8 and (b) HBB-QI8 (the same pattern occurs for 12 layers; see Appendix A). 
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3.2.1. BHE of Only-Bolted (OB) Joints

In general, BHE describes the deformation of the hole caused by both the bearing load
through the bolt shank pressure [33] and the bypass load around the hole. Figure 9a shows
a schematic of the contribution of the bearing and bypass loads around the critical bolt, i.e.,
B3, where net-tension failure occurs owing to the highest value of the bypass/bearing load
ratio. Moreover, Figure 9b illustrates the position of the previously mentioned VEs.

Figure 10 shows the BHE of the OB joints up to the load level corresponding to the
onset of bearing damage identified in Figure 8. A curve fit of the DIC data was used to
improve visualization. For all the laminate lay-ups (CP and QI) tested, BHE gradually
decreased when proceeding from hole 3 (grip side) towards hole 1 (free side). This is due
to the stepwise reduction in the bypass/bearing load ratio in the mentioned direction [3].
Therefore, it could be suggested that the influence of the bypass load is greater than that of
the bearing action in forming the hole elongation for a given laminate lay-up of the multi-
bolted SL composite joint. The results for the thinner joints (see Appendix A) illustrate that
at equal load levels, thinner configurations experienced more longitudinal hole elongation
than the thicker ones, which seemed to be more pronounced at B3. In SL joints, this
phenomenon may be attributed to the higher induced bending stress in thicker joints due
to the greater geometrical eccentricity [34]. Consequently, at the fastener location, the outer
surface of thicker laminates may experience more compression than thinner ones, which
can lead to an overall reduction in BHE.

The relationship between BHE and tensile loading can represent BHE stiffness. The
curves of CP exhibited two distinguishable segments of BHE stiffness. The first segment of
the curve is predominantly linear and has a high slope. In the second segment, the slope
of the curves abruptly starts to decrease, crossing the QI, whose curves are rather single-
slope, and indicating minor changes in BHE stiffness. It is interesting to note that the same
behavior is also observed in the FHT case (Figure 3b), in which CP experienced a lower BHE
than QI for both thin and thick configurations at lower load levels. However, as the load
increased, the BHE curves of CP surpassed those of QI, resulting in greater elongation in CP.
It is worth noting that, with an acceptable estimation, the CP curves of VE3, VE2, and VE1
surpassed those of QI at approximately 40%, 55%, and 60% of the failure load, respectively.
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Therefore, it can be observed that for B3, the crossing of the curves occurred much sooner
and approximately at the moment of transition where the load transfer mechanism changed
from friction between faying surfaces to bolt load bearing [34]. According to the previously
mentioned percentages, the bolt shanks of B2 and B1 are considered to have come into
contact with the bolt hole with a noticeable delay compared to that of B3. Figure 11 shows
another representation of the transition of the load transfer mechanism occurring at the
B3 location. To achieve this, a virtual yellow line (inset in Figure 11) perpendicular to the
load direction was drawn from edge to edge (Y position ranging from −20 mm to +20 mm)
and at a distance of 2d (d is the hole diameter) from the center of the corresponding hole.
The results show the evolution of longitudinal deformation from 10% to 90% of the failure
load in steps of 20%. It can be seen that at lower load levels (10% and 30%), the distribution
of longitudinal deformation, i.e., axial strain, below the bolt is more level than that of the
higher ones. This could be attributed to the friction forces engaged between the faying
surfaces of the plates, which subsequently prevented the bolts from load transferring at
lower load levels. Moreover, Figure 11 illustrates the consequence of the greater BHE of CP
compared to QI in terms of bearing formation under B3. The higher strength of the OB joint
made of QI compared to that made of CP shown in Figure 7 may be explained by the fact
that QI experiences less hole elongation than CP. Indeed, hole elongation in bolted joints is
associated with local bearing damage around the bolt holes [3].

As stated previously, BHE is associated with the combination of the bearing action
and the bypass load, where the stress concentration of the former is more severe than that
of the latter [35] and may alter the magnitude of BHE for a given laminate thickness. Thus,
the observation of CP curves surpassing those of QI could be explained by the fact that the
stress concentration is intensified when the number of 0◦ plies increases and lessened when
the portion of ±45◦ plies increases. As the applied load increases, the stress concentration
becomes a dominant factor in generating delamination and macrocracking within the
laminate, specifically around the holes. Therefore, as the load increases, the CP lay-up,
which has greater bearing deformation, experiences a greater stress concentration than QI,
which eventually leads to a higher BHE. Overall, it can be concluded that in SL multi-bolted
composite joints, the rate of increase of BHE is highly dependent on the laminate lay-up,
and a laminate with a lower content of 0◦ plies undergoes less hole wear, resulting in a
higher restored strength.

3.2.2. BHE of Hybrid-Bolted-Bonded (HBB) Joints

Figure 12 shows that for HBB joints, similarly to OB joints, BHE decreases when
moving from B3 to B1. It is important to highlight that among the two main factors that
contribute to hole elongation in SL bolted joints, the bypass load plays the predominant
role in the HBB joints, as the added adhesive cancels out the bearing effect to a substantial
extent [3]. Unlike the OB joints, in which bearing action is actively operative and alters
the BHE (Figure 10), the curves of HBB remained mostly straight, which indicates minor
changes in BHE stiffness throughout the test (Figure 12). This suggests that hybridization
effectively eliminates the effects of stress concentration and notch sensitivity, which are
noticeably influenced by the bearing act, in OB composite joints. It should be noted that
since 12-layer laminate is stiffer than 8-layer laminate, the BHE stiffness (curve slope) of each
hole of the former is greater than that of the latter (see Appendix A for the corresponding
figure of 12-layer joints).

It is striking to underline that the BHE values of each peer-to-peer hole of CP and QI
are almost equal for both 8 and 12 layers, which clearly indicates the independence of BHE
from the laminate stacking sequence and bolt movement in the HBB SL composite joints
studied herein. Furthermore, as there is no fair share of bearing acting in forming the hole
elongation, it can be inferred that in multi-bolted hybrid composite joints, the dominant
mechanism of load transmission between the two joint members is driven by the adhesive
itself to a significant extent. Similar to Figure 11, the surface deformations under B3 for CP
and QI are shown in Figure 13. It can be observed that the curves do not cross each other,
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and the concavity shape (depression) is formed merely by the bypass load [3], which flows
around the hole and is the main contributor to the hole elongation development of HBB
joints.

3.2.3. BHE in OB versus HBB: CP and QI

Figure 14 compares the BHE for OB and HBB joints with investigated laminates of
eight layers. The load level (15 kN) corresponds to the onset of bearing damage in the
OB joints, as shown in Figure 8. Therefore, the hole elongation values of CP are greater
than those of QI, as was observed previously at higher load stages. Moreover, for a given
thickness, the elongations of each hole of CP and QI, for example, bolt-hole 2 (BH2), are
approximately identical in the HBB joint, whereas they markedly differ in the OB joint. This
may suggest that hybridization significantly eliminates the hole elongation caused by the
bearing effect, which is due to the bolt movement/tilting in OB configurations. According
to Figure 14, hybridization decreases hole elongation, especially in the critical bolt (B3), and
this decrease is more pronounced for CP than for QI. This occurred because, in comparison
with QI, CP experiences a more severe stress concentration and notch sensitivity around
the holes, and the added adhesive relieves it significantly. With the better performance of
the adhesive in creating a dramatic reduction in the BHE of CP, the adhesive assists this
configuration to substantially sustain its strength, as shown in Figure 7.

4. Conclusions

This study focused on highlighting the use of DIC to properly monitor hole elongation
in woven laminated composites. DIC hole elongation was measured in the following
carbon/epoxy composite sample configurations: standard open-hole tensile (OHT) and
filled-hole tensile (FHT) specimens; single-lap shear only-bolted joint (OB); and single-lap
shear hybrid-bolted-bonded joint (HBB).

In the case of OHT, for a given stress level, the total displacement of the specimen
between grips was lower for CP than for QI laminates, and this behavior appears logical
because CP is stiffer than QI. However, during the same tests, the longitudinal hole elonga-
tion (LHE) was higher for CP than for QI laminates, implying that the total displacement
cannot indicate the state of deformation of the hole. During the same tests, the transverse
hole compression (contraction) was measured, and against expectations, QI retracted more
than CP. In other words, for CP, the hole elongated more than for QI but retracted less. The
fact that the retraction was less for CP can be explained by the inherently lower Poisson’s
ratio (νxy) of CP compared to QI. However, the mechanism underlying the higher LHE
in CP is unclear. It must be noted that the aforementioned behavior was verified for two
different laminate thicknesses. Asserting that the hole elongates more but retracts less for
CP as compared to QI amounts to stating that the effective diameter of the hole increases
in the case of CP, which explains the greater sensitivity to the notch of CP reported in the
literature. The same behavior was observed for the case of FHT, except that the difference
in LHE between CP and QI was observed only at high stress levels.

The same pattern behavior of FHT was replicated with multi-bolted OB joints, although
some specific features emerged due to the fact that in multi-bolted OB, the load sharing
between the three bolts increases when moving from the free end to the grip end. Bolt
B3 at the grip end, which experienced the highest load, initially behaved similarly in CP
and QI, but at approximately 40% of the ultimate load, the elongation of the bolt hole in
CP increased at a greater rate than for QI. Moreover, it was found that in multi-bolted SL
composite joints, the influence of the bypass load was greater than the bearing action in
forming the hole elongation.

BHE was considerably lower in HBB than in OB. In fact, the results showed that
the studied CP and QI laminates behave similarly until the onset of failure. The BHE of
bolt B3 in CP surpassed that in QI, and the same was observed for bolt B2. Furthermore,
hybridization significantly reduced BHE, which was more pronounced in CP than in QI.
This is due to the effective stress concentration relief that occurred around the CP bolt hole
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because of the adhesive. Hybridization also aids in sustaining the strength of the HBB-CP
joints.
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Appendix A

For the sake of brevity in the manuscript, in the case of observing the same trend
between the two different thicknesses, just one is reported, and readers are asked to refer to
Appendix A. In this section, all those missing figures are brought up to help readers study
them and make comparisons wherever required.

Figure A1 shows the bolt-hole elongation of only-bolted (OB) joints of cross-ply (CP)
and quasi-isotropic (QI) lay-up with eight layers. The corresponding figure for 12 layers is
illustrated in Figure 10 of the manuscript.
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Figure A1. Bolt-hole elongation of OB-CP8 and OB-QI8.

Figure A2 shows longitudinal deformation below B3 at 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90%
of the applied load for only-bolted cross-ply (CP) and quasi-isotropic (QI) lay-ups with
12 layers. The corresponding figure for the eight layers is illustrated in Figure 11 of the
manuscript.
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Figure A4 shows longitudinal deformation below B3 at 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90%
of the applied load for hybrid-bolted-bonded cross-ply (CP) and quasi-isotropic (QI) lay-up
with 12 layers. The corresponding figure for the eight layers is illustrated in Figure 13 of
the manuscript.

Figure A5 compares BHE for only-bolted and hybrid-bolted-bonded laminates of
12 layers. The load level (25 kN) corresponds to the onset of bearing damage in only-
bolted joints. The corresponding figure for the eight layers is illustrated in Figure 14 of the
manuscript.
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